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The proposal consists of three different projects that I’ve developed in the last year. 

CENTRO DE LA MUSICA / EMERGING MUSIC AND ARTS CENTRE 

The first Project Centro de la Musica / Emerging Music and Arts Centre is a project developed as an end of 

career project but also a proposal for the community for this kind of  architectural space in my city. 

The project’s aim is to provide spaces dedicated to the teaching and learning of music in all its aspects, the 
program contains a college of Music superior 
studies, both indoor and outdoor spaces for musical performance , sound interaction, investigation and 
experimentation, ludic and multifunctional spaces. 
 
The design goal was to generate a musical language from the architectural perspective, to materialize sound and 
music based in in the principles of sound as a concept generator, soundwaves were used to generate the spatial 
envelope as a unifying element throughout the entire project. 
This project was the entry for my university to archiprix Madrid 2015. 
 
 
CENTRO CULTURAL ‘ LA SOMBRERERIA’ / CUTURAL CENTRE  
 
The Second project Centro Cultural ‘La Sombrereria’ for the city of Sucre – Bolivia is a project made for a 

national competition of architectural proposals called by the Vice-presidency of state and the Ministry of Culture, 

the competition aimed for proposals that were committed to a contemporary architecture implementation strategy 

in a historical environment; approaches that provoke synergies between the historical building context and the 

new cultural building itself. 

The city of Sucre has an important colonial historical center of the city and several  regulations and norms to 

respect .  The strategy  was to evaluate , use and skip  many of those regulations and respect the environment 

around by taking the building underground using the natural slope of the street and create higher platforms like  

open spaces to contribute to the open urban space in the crowded historical downtown as a connecting plaza 

between main streets and open space over 6880mt2. This project obtained the second place in the competition. 

 

ARTS AND CRAFTS CENTRE 
 

The Arts and Crafts Centre is a project made to be inserted as a model project for productivity among eastern 

tropical small towns in my country which have proven to be a major source of arts and crafts objects for 

souvenirs, and exotic decoration, etc, therefore came the necessity of rethinking the conditions in which these 

people were working and to integrate them as part of a social community project that will allow them to work in 

better conditions. 


